
Your 6 Step Pre-Dive Checklist
Diving into the unknown can be a scary proposition, but you do have the potential to 
gain unprecedented awareness across your healthcare organization. The insights 
will improve patients outcomes, reduce operating costs, and increase billings.  
But, before you dive in, make sure you check these 6 items:

33 Do you know the details of your current revenue cycle processes?Do you know the details of your current revenue cycle processes?
It’s critical to know what’s beneath the surface before you dive 

in, so create detailed process maps and documents to surface 

lurking challenges and potential opportunities.

66 Will you have a transformational and sustainable impact on Will you have a transformational and sustainable impact on 
your revenue cycle?your revenue cycle?
It takes accurate insights that lead to data-driven decisions to 

truly transform your processes, plus continuous tracking  

and measurement to ensure sustainable impact.

44 Can you overcome limitations, blindspots, or biases and Can you overcome limitations, blindspots, or biases and 
get an organization-wide perspective of your revenue get an organization-wide perspective of your revenue 
cycle processes?cycle processes?
Process intelligence helps you quantify the impact and 

benefits expected of each improvement opportunity, leading 

to data-driven decisions that can guide you into tomorrow.

55 Can you make data-driven prioritizations for process Can you make data-driven prioritizations for process 
improvement opportunities to influence stakeholders and improvement opportunities to influence stakeholders and 
build your internal business case?build your internal business case?
Process intelligence helps you quantify the impact and 

benefits expected of each improvement opportunity, leading 

to data-driven decisions that can guide you into tomorrow.

11 Do you understand the patient journey? Do you understand the patient journey? 
Only with deep, accurate, and current as-is process intelligence 

can you guide your healthcare revenue cycle towards tomorrow.

22 Do you know your major value streams?Do you know your major value streams?
Exploring existing processes, deviations, best practices, and 

workarounds lets you design the optimal to-be process that can 

then be automated at scale, across your entire organization. 
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